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LOS ANGELES (Oct. 13, 2015) – Toyota, Yahoo! Inc. (NASDAQ: YHOO) and Live Nation (NYSE: LYV)
have partnered to create original content that highlights new and emerging musicians from Toyota-sponsored
music festivals across North America, as well as live streamed concerts on Yahoo. With this collaboration,
Toyota will be the exclusive sponsor of Rising (https://rising.yahoo.com/), a new destination on Yahoo Music
that gives fans an early look at artists before they become headliners, in addition to sponsoring live streamed
concerts on the Live Nation Channel on Yahoo.
 
“Through interactive activations at music festivals, the partnership will serve as an opportunity to amplify the
onsite experience by maintaining engagement with fans long after the festival ends,” said Dionne Colvin-Lovely,
Director, Traditional and New Media, Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc. “By bringing music and artists to
consumers to view anytime and anywhere, the partnership strengthens Toyota’s effort to connect with fans in a
meaningful and relevant way.”
 
This partnership is the newest development in Toyota’s efforts to expand its integrated music initiative, Toyota
Music. Music enthusiasts can enjoy reading exclusive editorial features from Yahoo Music editors and curated
partners in Rising, presented by Toyota. Rising also features video recaps from the Toyota tent at key music
festivals across the country, including new and emerging talent secured by SpinMedia. Fans can witness their
favorite artists up close and personal on Rising, with unrivaled artist access through interviews and behind-the-
scenes original content such as a new in-studio video series including a performance by Nathaniel Rateliff & The
Night Sweats. Toyota is also creating custom content for their Toyota Music Tumblr page, by tapping into
popular artists from the Tumblr Creatrs Network. Rising and the brand’s Tumblr page will also feature exciting
content from Toyota-sponsored festivals this year such as Lollapalooza, Outside Lands, Nocturnal Wonderland,
and Life is Beautiful.
 
“Brands like Toyota want to engage audiences through great video content that connects them to artists in
authentic, exclusive ways,” said Lisa Utzschneider, Chief Revenue Officer, Yahoo. “By creating music
experiences that not only resonate with their consumers but centrally feature the brand, we’re helping Toyota
maximize their presence in the music space across digital, mobile and social platforms.”
 
Additionally, Toyota will sponsor upcoming Live Nation music festivals such as Voodoo Music + Arts
Experience, which will be live streamed on the Live Nation Channel on Yahoo. Yahoo has become a destination
for online live music events. The first year of Live Nation programming on Yahoo received more than 135
million streams worldwide.

“This collaboration among Toyota, Yahoo and Live Nation exemplifies the type we strive for,” said Kevin
Chernett, Live Nation’s Executive Vice President of Strategic Partnerships.  “From the Voodoo festival live
stream on Yahoo, to the incredible Toyota activation at the event, to Toyota’s advertising support to the Live
Nation Channel on Yahoo, we can touch the consumer in so many exciting ways, exponentially expanding
Toyota’s reach to music fans.”
 
Toyota Music aims to connect with a vast audience of music fans by giving consumers a peek into the live
entertainment experience. For more information and to view festival content, editorial and video features, visit:
https://rising.yahoo.com/.
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